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Biographical Notes:  
The Beard family members mentioned in this collection are Taylor Beard, Louise Beard, Ruth C. (Womack) Beard (October 27, 1904-December 2, 1997), and “McIntosh” and “Stanford”.

Scope and Content:  
This collection consists of two letters from 1942, one undated wedding invitation, and one obituary clipping for Ruth C. Womack Beard. The two letters, addressed to Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Beard, include one each from “McIntosh” and “Stanford”, thanking them for golf socks and updating the Beards on family news such as the enlistment of family members and the author.

Processing Notes:  
This collection was already processed at the time the finding aid was created. No changes to folder titles or content were made.

Preferred Citation:  
Beard Family Papers, Accession No. 1994/05.0606, Special Collections Department, Marshall University, Huntington, WV.
**Access and Use:**

For more information or to use any collection, contact:
Special Collections, Morrow Library
Marshall University
One John Marshall Drive
Huntington, WV 25755
(304) 696-2343
speccoll@marshall.edu
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